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Founded in 2008
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63+ in-house team 
members

Offices in US, Australia, 
and Philippines
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Partnerships
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Our world-class team is comprised of 
creative and endlessly curious domain 
experts with a commitment to producing 
genuinely outstanding work. 

We combine technical prowess, innovative solutions, 
and inspired creative to supercharge your growth.

And we love what we do.
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A rare combination of performance-based 
strategy, inspired creativity, and technical 
proficiency, all tied together with a can-do 
approach to service.

BRIAN HALLIGAN
Co-founder and CEO, HubSpot
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A few of our clients
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We operate on an adaptable, data-informed, interdisciplinary model of production, 
and deliver consistent wins across sales, marketing, support, and customer success 
initiatives at all levels of engagement. 

How we categorize engagements:

Strategic Programs

Tactical Support

Project Engagements

Our solutions can be scaled up or down and moved from 

one relationship type to another as needed.

So, whether your organization is looking for a fully embedded 

strategy partner, targeted, on-demand expertise, or a 

deliverable-focused solution, Salted Stone is ready to 

take on your next challenge.
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STRATEGIC PROGRAMS
Growth-focused, KPI accountability, 
committed partnership

Strategic programs are a great fit if you need a team that…

● Understands your business and industry

● Provides ongoing industry trend and market shift analyses

● Focuses on avenues for growth

● Architects and executes plans to meet business objectives on set budgets

● Engineers and deploys a scalable tech stack to support growth

● Remains accountable to initiatives and the tracking of appropriate metrics
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S T R A T E G I C   P R O G R A M S

INBOUND MARKETING
Gain the attention of qualified leads. Serve your persona 
helpful and informative content at every stage of their buyer's 
journey. Improve web traffic, lead generation, brand 
recognition, and trust.

Our Process

1. Industry and organizational research

2. Careful research into target personas

3. Mapping of buyer pathways

4. Deployment of fully realized campaigns 

5. Tracking with KPI scorecards

6. Improvement based on ongoing assessment
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S T R A T E G I C   P R O G R A M S

CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING
Provide ongoing, multichannel customer support. Instantly qualify & move leads down the pipeline. 
Provide website visitors with 24/7 guidance. Engage in touchless sales processes.

Our Process     

1. Identify areas where bots, touchless sales programs, and AI-powered tools could be useful in reaching business goals

2. Craft omnichannel strategies that align conversational marketing platforms with growth goals and objectives

3. Provide chatbot/automation solution provider recommendations, and implement bot narratives, if/then workflows, etc.

4. Track efficacy of conversational programs and refine automation over time
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S T R A T E G I C   P R O G R A M S

ACCOUNT-BASED MARKETING 
& TARGETED PROSPECTING
Utilize one-to-one for high-value leads. Build authentic relationships with prospects and partners. 
Customize your communication. Train your team.

Our Process

1.  Identify stakeholders at organizations of interest and classify each within a tiered system

2. Craft omnichannel communications, personal emails, or automated outreach sequences based on lead fit, company size, 
and contact's role within the company

3. Select appropriate outreach methods and write copy, develop workflows, or train salespeople

4. Execute (or train salespeople) and measure efficacy on an ongoing basis
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S T R A T E G I C   P R O G R A M S

SALES ENABLEMENT
Meet quotas. Arm your personnel with more efficient processes, aligned and optimized CRM technology, 
and collateral. Align your sales and marketing teams. Develop a greater understanding of your personas. 

Our Process

1. Work with clients to identify personas and sales goals

2. Complete sales team surveys

3. Host workshops to discuss system discrepancies/issues and reach a consensus about lead stage definitions

4. Build out step-by-step workflow strategies for each persona along their buyer's journey from point of site entry
to fulfillment and evangelism

5. Launch if/then communication sequences and provide ongoing optimization or maintenance

6. Assist in sales training or the building of internal systems as needed 
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S T R A T E G I C   P R O G R A M S

CUSTOMER SUCCESS
Improve your Net Promoter Score. Maximize the value of your current book of business. Reduce churn and 
increase customer lifetime value. Upsell and cross-sell. Improve customer support systems and processes.

Our Process

1. Audit and assess the customer lifecycle from sale to renewal

2. Identify areas where misalignment between customer service, customer success, sales, marketing, and operations
creates inconsistencies for end users

3. Develop a custom omnichannel strategy, leveraging CRM optimization, support documentation services, 
sales validation activities, internal process building, referral or loyalty programs, and touchless self-service tools
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S T R A T E G I C   P R O G R A M S

EARNED MEDIA & INFLUENCER
Bolster your brand association through strategic, mutually beneficial alliances. Build thought leadership 
credibility. Nurture authentic relationships with prominent leaders. Gain trust and visibility.

Our Process

1. Complete competitor and industry audits using social listening tools and identify opportunities for unpaid exposure

2. Craft bespoke, objective-aligned solutions to meet goals and fortify brand reputations on and offline

3. Build authentic relationships with popular media contacts, individual influencers, and professional networks

4. Track KPIs including brand mentions, social engagement, downloads, form submissions, attendees, UTM code traffic, 
DA, SEO ranking, and backlink profile

5. Provide ongoing support on a campaign-by-campaign basis
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S T R A T E G I C   P R O G R A M S

SOCIAL MEDIA & DEMAND GENERATION
Grow your online audience. Find and attract customers through social networks. Optimize profiles 
to meet growth objectives. Leverage native tools and paid strategies to drive demand. Meet your 
personas where they "hang out" online.

Our Process

1. Complete competitor and industry social media audits using social listening tools and the SWOT framework

2. Identify opportunities for demand generation through creative advertising and unpaid campaigns while adhering
to individual platform best practices

3. Build a holistic, multichannel strategy around data-informed insights

4. Generate assets, write copy, and utilize interactive tools for an enhanced and gamified user experience

5. Set up and track campaign metrics including clicks, engagements, and ad spend ROI
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S T R A T E G I C   P R O G R A M S

TESTIMONIALS

Salted Stone has proven to be a valuable partner in Digital Marketing. They operate in a very diplomatic and 

professional manner - while maintaining a friendly and easy-going communication style. They are very 

dedicated to understanding our culture, and industry. This deep understanding enables them to act on our 

best interest to achieve results. In addition, the cumulative experience of their team offers our organization 

creative and effective solutions for the on-going marketing challenges of our growing company. Salted 

Stone regularly proves that we made the right choice in partnering with them.” 
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S T R A T E G I C   P R O G R A M S

TESTIMONIALS

Working with S2 has been productive, fun, effective, and efficient. I've been most impressed with their ability 

to understand our products and market through their discovery process, and then translate their discovery 

into meaningful deliverables. I started the engagement with S2 with a limited scope, and as they provide 

more deliverables, I have consistently added to their list of projects. For my company, they were the right 

agency at the right time.” 
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TACTICAL SUPPORT
Flexible and versatile, low-risk, on-demand accessibility, 
reactive support

Tactical Support offerings are a great fit if you need a team that...

● Offers domain-specific expertise

● Augments your existing team resources

● Dives right in with a quick ramp-up period

● Provides horsepower for one-off or ongoing needs 
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T A C T I C A L  S U P P O R T

MARKETING & SALES OPS
Supercharge your tech stack. Audit and optimize your internal and public-facing systems and 
processes. Track interactions. Automate your marketing and sales activities. 

Our Process

1. Identify areas where platforms and procedures are creating bottlenecks to growth

2. Initialize new systems or optimize current systems to remove pain points and streamline operations

3. Identify KPIs and track corresponding metrics (i.e. attribution, sales validation activities, customer support tickets, etc.)

4. Provide ongoing reporting and support
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T A C T I C A L  S U P P O R T

CONTENT CREATION
Produce helpful, persona-aligned content. Craft and distribute written, video, and interactive 
pieces to an engaged and attentive audience. Generate leads. Bolster your credibility. 

Our Process

1. Identify areas where meaningful content is lacking based on audit and assessment findings

2. Thoroughly research the subject matter through fieldwork and client/subject matter expert interviews

3. Select an appropriate media mix that may include blog posts, content offers, infographics, videos, quizzes, etc.

4. Produce and distribute content

5. Track efficacy of each campaign and make ongoing adjustments in light of engagement data and feedback
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T A C T I C A L  S U P P O R T

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE DASHBOARDS 
(BIDs) & REPORTING
Track marketing, sales, and customer success program data in one place. Segment your database into 
actionable groups for onboarding or renewals. Identify appropriate KPIs. Inform business decisions. 

Our Process

1. Assess and analyze the efficacy of currently used BIDs, or BIDs of interest

2. Provide consultative services for platform selection, and/or develop implementation strategies

3. Refine dashboard settings and set up contextualized KPI/marketing scorecards
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T A C T I C A L  S U P P O R T

VENDOR EVALUATION
Identify valuable solutions for addressing pain points and meeting growth goals. Leverage emerging 
platforms to roll out new initiatives or supercharge existing campaigns. Make informed decisions. 
Save money and time. 

Our Process

1. Assess client needs in the areas of marketing, sales, support, customer success, and operations

2. Identify evaluation criteria which may include pricing models, functionality, security, scalability, and additional use cases, etc.

3. Research options and communicate with account managers to secure demos, free trials, and necessary literature

4. Deliver comprehensive reports and recommendations based on aforementioned specifications
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T A C T I C A L  S U P P O R T

CRM & MARKETING PLATFORM
MIGRATIONS
Determine the right CRM or marketing platform for your sales, content, and marketing needs. 
Migrate data from legacy systems. Train employees and provide support material.

Our Process

1. Work with clients to identify goals concerning client communication and lead generation

2. Complete a comprehensive assessment of existing website hosting, marketing, and customer relationship systems

3. Provide platform-agnostic recommendations for the relocation of business-critical information

4. Safely, efficiently, and effectively transfer content to new online portals 
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T A C T I C A L  S U P P O R T

ADDITIONAL SERVICES MAY INCLUDE:

Applications of these additional services include site-wide or individual webpage 
conversion optimization, email marketing initiatives, and paid ad rollouts. 

Our team is flexible and has access to a wide range of skills and disciplines. We're ready to address challenges as 
they arise. We're here to supplement your capabilities, increase your capacity, or backfill your gaps in expertise.

Development & Design Support Website & Campaign Support
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T A C T I C A L  S U P P O R T

TESTIMONIALS

Making big design changes like re-doing a homepage can turn into a real sticky situation if it’s not 

well-managed. Adam, our account manager from Salted Stone, helped keep everything moving and set a 

pace that gave us room to breathe and give good feedback without letting things drag on. I’m amazed at 

how much we got done in the first month. I’d recommend these guys to anyone who has struggled to stay 

organized on projects that have a lot of stakeholders - they know how to get good feedback out of teams on 

a timeline that works.” 
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T A C T I C A L  S U P P O R T

TESTIMONIALS

We worked with Salted and Stone to update our product pages before we launch our eCommerce store and 

honestly, they were the easiest vendor I’ve ever worked with. They listened to what we wanted and turned 

around beautiful drafts within a week. They’re professional and work very fast.”
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T A C T I C A L  S U P P O R T

TESTIMONIALS

My team and I started working with Salted Stone a little under a year ago when we rolled out our new 

brand. They have been instrumental in its success, especially with so many moving pieces like updating new 

sale sheets, decks, event banners, social media / paid search creatives, content, email templates, landing 

pages, and so much more. Our dedicated project manager ROCKS and ensures our needs are well 

communicated to his talented team who never misses a deadline. The absolute highest recommendation!” 
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PROJECT ENGAGEMENTS
Flat rate, defined scope, deliverable-focused, timeline-bound

Project Engagements are a great fit if you need a team that…

● Executes clearly defined projects from concept to completion

● Excels at the implementation of fixed-scope deliverables

● Can operate without an ongoing engagement to deliver one-off
assessments, audits, or reports
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P R O J E C T   E N G A G E M E N T S

WEBSITE DESIGN
Introduce or relaunch your brand with a professional, beautiful, and functional website. Clarify your 
message and positioning. Update your existing domain. Attract, convert, and retain customers. 
Garner trust and positive brand associations.

Our Process

1. Collect project context, goals, and key project variables through a roadmapping exercise with creatives & writers

2. Build a functional sitemap

3. Work with clients and production teams to ideate and finalize design, copy, UX, and UI ideas through wireframes and layouts

4. Publish an intelligently assembled site on a scalable hosting platform optimized to attract and convert leads

5. Update the site consistently through a growth-driven design approach or provide ongoing support
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P R O J E C T   E N G A G E M E N T S

WEB APPLICATIONS
Provide an interactive experience for your audience. Upgrade your content UX and delivery. 
Think beyond ebooks, whitepapers, blog posts, or guides. Leverage a creative format for 
gathering contact info and nurturing leads.

Our Process

1. Work with clients to understand where experiential elements might fit into growth goals and customer lifecycles

2. Identify interactive tools or platforms for creative content publishing

3. Match persona segments to messaging and identify lead generation opportunities for pieces

4. Deliver innovative experiences and launch associated campaigns

5. Review metrics on an ongoing basis
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P R O J E C T   E N G A G E M E N T S

VIDEO & ANIMATION
Communicate ideas simply and visually. Increase engagement through your website, ads, or 
social networks. Reach a larger audience. Tell your brand’s story while driving conversions. 

Our Process

1. Work with the client to outline goals, content ideas, and aesthetic considerations

2. Format storyboards, write scripts, record original music, and source or provide voice talent

3. Shoot, produce & edit videos/animations

4. Select an appropriate hosting platform and leverage information capture tools to turn viewers into leads

5. Integrate the final product into syndication, marketing, and sales enablement campaigns

6. Track ROI for clients
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P R O J E C T   E N G A G E M E N T S

COMPETITIVE & INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
Dive deep into your market and your target buyers' behaviors. Leverage sophisticated 
listening and site assessment tools. Uncover actionable insights with the help of an unbiased 
third party. Differentiate your brand. 

Our Process

1. Research client-identified competitor websites and collateral

2. Analyze competitors' SEO performance, keyword rankings, paid ad efforts, site/information security, copy and messaging, 
inbound content, design/UX, social profiles, and PR/earned media efforts

3. Complete extensive industry research to identify influencers, publications, events, conferences, and trends

4. Deliver a comprehensive overview of competitor efforts and market insights, a marketing calendar, and KPI scorecards
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P R O J E C T   E N G A G E M E N T S

BRAND IDENTITY
Improve the perception of your brand through visual style guides or enticing logos. 
Differentiate & grow your brand. Create documentation about your mission, goals, 
and differentiators. Update or align site messaging.

Our Process

1. Combine persona research with stakeholder workshops to identify buyer needs and preferences, 
growth goals & industry-brand associations

2. Produce “identity” deliverables including new logos, site redesigns, company overview decks, 
and guidelines for style, tone, UX & imagery

3. Deploy additional engagements under brand identity guidelines as needed
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P R O J E C T   E N G A G E M E N T S

CRM & MARKETING PLATFORM 
INTEGRATIONS
Solve for specific pain points within your sales, marketing, customer success & support operations. 
Implement advanced CRM functionality. Dramatically improve your growth & scalability using 
automated features. Connect value-add tools. 

Our Process

1. Discuss needs, hurdles to growth, and user pain points with clients

2. Research and evaluate existing CRM integrations and competing provider advantages

3. Pull from our comprehensive knowledgebase of tailored solutions to deliver a platform-agnostic and goal-aligned strategy

4. Build an integration around selected CRM intricacies and client needs
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P R O J E C T   E N G A G E M E N T S

BRAND, SALES & CUSTOMER
SERVICE AUDITS
Gain a complete picture of your operational strengths & weaknesses. Identify sales process roadblocks. 
Improve your team’s close rate. Beat out competitors for appropriate keywords. Refresh your image or 
your brand voice. Leverage third-party insights to inform business decisions.

Our Process

1. Investigate areas where your brand, sales, and customer service systems are exceeding or falling short of buyer expectations

2. Stress test top-of-funnel (marketing and branding) and middle/bottom-of-funnel (sales and customer service) functions

3. Use qualitative and quantitative research to inform crucial next steps to sustainable growth

4. Develop and execute a contextualized strategy
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P R O J E C T   E N G A G E M E N T S

ADDITIONAL SERVICES MAY INCLUDE:

Applications of these additional services include mobile app redesigns, extensive market 
research reports, and immersive visual experiences.

Let us unlock the next level of growth through the management of outcome-focused projects.

Mobile Application Development Messaging & Positioning Solutions
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VR, Augmented, and Mixed Reality



P R O J E C T   E N G A G E M E N T S

TESTIMONIALS

Salted Stone did an exceptional job helping us with a complete rebrand of our website. We couldn't be 

happier with the new look and feel of our site. They created a better overall user experience, optimized the 

site for SEO and made it more visually appealing. Now, they are helping us achieve our long-term website 

goals by maximizing our content strategy and continuing to build out our site. We would highly recommend 

them to other companies looking to take their site to the next level.”
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P R O J E C T   E N G A G E M E N T S

TESTIMONIALS

I've worked on numerous website projects in my career, and working 

with Salted Stone has been by far the best experience.”
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P R O J E C T   E N G A G E M E N T S

TESTIMONIALS

Salted Stone worked with our team in the implementation process with HubSpot. Since we were preparing 

to integrate HubSpot with our large database, their expertise in linking our platform with the CRM was 

crucial. The team worked with us in a consultative relationship, answering weekly questions and supplying 

a library to help our development team. We continue to rely on Salted Stone for ongoing advice and 

additional functions.”
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We're ready to take your organization to the next level. For end-to-end marketing, sales, 
customer support, and customer success excellence, trust the team at Salted Stone.

info@saltedstone.com      United States: 626-415-9090      APAC: 1300 55 30 33

What challenges are you currently facing? How can our team eliminate 
pain points, bottlenecks, and hurdles to sustainable growth? 

mailto:info@saltedstone.com

